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To be clear, we don’t 
worship the plant...

 

...we just think it’s 
really great.



Cannabis is a tool.  
A teacher.  

A gentle guide for inner 
exploration…

...spirituality is a journey. 
From confusion  

to wisdom.  
From unconsciousness 

to consciousness.  



A desire of the heart to 
find the Truth.

We all need a little help 
on our journey.



Spirituality is an  
understanding of one’s 

connection to a  
Higher Power.  

To Source.  

To God. 



Cannabis is an  
entheogen*. 

*(Entheogen: a compound, typically 
plant medicine, that elevates states 
of consciousness and gives humans 

a felt experience of their unity  
with the Divine.)



Cannabis is expansive. 
It creates

 That space reveals your  
conditioned beliefs.  

It disrupts your habitual 
thought patterns.  
It expands your  

awareness.



It invites you into a 
space of unfamiliarity.

A space of mystery.



In the space and in the 
mystery, you find



When used with  
intention and respect,  
cannabis is spiritual.  

It can show you a side of 
yourself that you’ve  
never seen before.



A side of you that is  
divine. 

Cannabis quiets the noise, 
it supports you as you let 
go into inner stillness. 

Plant medicine illuminates 
you from within.



Cannabis, like 
other entheogens 
and psychedelics, 

removes the veil of 
illusion. It transcends 

separateness, and  
negates duality.



If you let it,  
it will connect you,  

first to yourself,  
and then to God. 



God is inside you.  
You just have to be  
quiet enough to feel  

the power.



Don’t take our word for it, 
find out for yourself.  
Consume cannabis.  

Quiet the mind,  
feel the body. 



Connect to God,  
heal your soul.



But neither is a church.  
Or a doctrine.  
Or a theology.  
Or a tradition.



Humans are spiritual. 

And cannabis helps us 
understand what  

that means.
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This movement  
includes: 

christiancannabis.com
cannabiscoaching.com
balancingcannabis.com 

spiritualplants.com

And you.

Send an email to  
hi@cannabisisspiritual.com  

& join our circle, it’s  
gonna be lit. Literally.
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Follow these instructions to facilitate a spiritual 
experience using cannabis. This may take a few 
attempts as you practice keeping the mind focused 
on what you feel. Be patient with yourself, cannabis 
energy is tricky to contain. 
 
Set specific intentions that speak to you. (Ask  
for clarity on something in your life, peace, 
understanding, or an experience, etc.) 
 
Create an atmosphere where you will not be 
disturbed that feels safe and warm. 
 
Consume cannabis. (Smoking flower or dabbing 
full-spectrum concentrates is recommended due to 
the medicinal properties of the entire plant and the 
predictable onset, but you can consume cannabis in 
any way that you prefer.) 
 
Put headphones on and play meditation music.  
You can use ours (if you want to) at  
cannabisisspiritual.com/meditation.

Lie down, close your eyes and focus on your breath.  
Invite Spirit into your experience as you relax your 
body and calm your mind. 
 
Find relaxation and surrender. Breathe slowly. 
Relaxing more with every exhale.  



Begin to pay attention to what you feel in your 
body. Don’t think about it. Just feel it.  
 
Watch, observe, and feel the energy as it moves 
through your body. Continue to gently bring the 
wandering mind back to feeling the body.  
 
Everything you feel is ok. Allow any emotions to 
come up and reveal themselves.  
 
Continue to feel, even if its uncomfortable or 
overwhelming. Hold the space for yourself. Allow 
yourself to be vulnerable, emotional, and seen.  
 
Stay here as long as you’d like. Afterwards, reflect 
and journal about your experience. 

Connect to a conscious community and share your 
experience (if you want to) at  
cannabisisspiritual.com/community.
 
Information herein is for educational purposes 
only for legal, consenting adults over the age of 21. 
Please use cannabis responsibly and always buy legal 
cannabis products.



Use these last few pages  
to write down notes,  

drawings, or impressions 
that come to you during  

your practice.

Be creative and let God 
move through your pen.

Remember, this process 
doesn’t end here.  

In fact, it never ends.














